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The Misadventures Of Awkward Black Girl Issa Rae
In this sharp, funny, and timely collection of personal essays, veteran video blogger and star of MTV's Decoded Franchesca Ramsey
explores race, identity, online activism, and the downfall of real communication in the age of social media rants, trolls, and
call-out wars. Franchesca Ramsey didn't set out to be an activist. Or a comedian. Or a commentator on identity, race, and culture,
really. But then her YouTube video "What White Girls Say . . . to Black Girls" went viral. Twelve million views viral. Faced with
an avalanche of media requests, fan letters, and hate mail, she had two choices: Jump in and make her voice heard or step back and
let others frame the conversation. After a crash course in social justice and more than a few foot-in-mouth moments, she realized
she had a unique talent and passion for breaking down injustice in America in ways that could make people listen and engage. In
her first book, Ramsey uses her own experiences as an accidental activist to explore the many ways we communicate with each
other--from the highs of bridging gaps and making connections to the many pitfalls that accompany talking about race, power,
sexuality, and gender in an unpredictable public space...the internet. WELL, THAT ESCALATED QUICKLY includes Ramsey's advice on
dealing with internet trolls and low-key racists, confessions about being a former online hater herself, and her personal hits and
misses in activist debates with everyone from bigoted Facebook friends and misguided relatives to mainstream celebrities and
YouTube influencers. With sharp humor and her trademark candor, Ramsey shows readers we can have tough conversations that move the
dialogue forward, rather than backward, if we just approach them in the right way.
"A literary coming-of-age poetry collection, an ode to the places we call home, and a piercingly intimate deconstruction of
daughterhood, Black Girl, Call Home is a love letter to the wandering black girl and a vital companion to any woman on a journey
to find truth, belonging, and healing. As a competitive spoken-word poet who draws large crowds of people, Jasmine Mans's
collection is divided into six sections, each with a corresponding active telephone number where she has recorded excerpts of her
poems. You can listen now, just dial! Using poetry to bring change to the world with positive agitation and hoping to prompt
dialogue where there is normally fear, poet Jasmine Mans explores the intersection of race, feminism, and queer identity in her
latest collection Black Girl, Call Home..."-A People Pick! “One of the year’s must-reads.” –ELLE “[A] provocative, heart-breaking, and frequently hilarious collection.”
–GLAMOUR “Essential, vital, and urgent.” –HARPER’S BAZAAR In the vein of Roxane Gay’s Bad Feminist and Issa Rae’s The
Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl, but wholly its own, a provocative, humorous, and, at times, heartbreaking collection of
essays on what it means to be black, a woman, a mother, and a global citizen in today's ever-changing world. Black women have
never been more visible or more publicly celebrated than they are now. But for every new milestone, every magazine cover, every
box office record smashed, every new face elected to public office, the reality of everyday life for black women remains a
complex, conflicted, contradiction-laden experience. An American journalist who has been living and working in London for a
decade, Kenya Hunt has made a career of distilling moments, movements, and cultural moods into words. Her work takes the difficult
and the indefinable and makes it accessible; it is razor sharp cultural observation threaded through evocative and relatable
stories. Girl Gurl Grrrl both illuminates our current cultural moment and transcends it. Hunt captures the zeitgeist while also
creating a timeless celebration of womanhood, of blackness, and the possibilities they both contain. She blends the popular and
the personal, the frivolous and the momentous in a collection that truly reflects what it is to be living and thriving as a black
woman today.
NOMINATED FOR AN NAACP IMAGE AWARD • An inspiring collection of essays by black women writers, curated by the founder of the
popular book club Well-Read Black Girl, on the importance of recognizing ourselves in literature. “Yes, Well-Read Black Girl is as
good as it sounds. . . . [Glory Edim] gathers an all-star cast of contributors—among them Lynn Nottage, Jesmyn Ward, and Gabourey
Sidibe.”—O: The Oprah Magazine Remember that moment when you first encountered a character who seemed to be written just for you?
That feeling of belonging remains with readers the rest of their lives—but not everyone regularly sees themselves in the pages of
a book. In this timely anthology, Glory Edim brings together original essays by some of our best black women writers to shine a
light on how important it is that we all—regardless of gender, race, religion, or ability—have the opportunity to find ourselves
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in literature. Contributors include Jesmyn Ward (Sing, Unburied, Sing), Lynn Nottage (Sweat), Jacqueline Woodson (Another
Brooklyn), Gabourey Sidibe (This Is Just My Face), Morgan Jerkins (This Will Be My Undoing), Tayari Jones (An American Marriage),
Rebecca Walker (Black, White and Jewish), and Barbara Smith (Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology) Whether it’s learning about
the complexities of femalehood from Zora Neale Hurston and Toni Morrison, finding a new type of love in The Color Purple, or using
mythology to craft an alternative black future, the subjects of each essay remind us why we turn to books in times of both
struggle and relaxation. As she has done with her book club–turned–online community Well-Read Black Girl, in this anthology Glory
Edim has created a space in which black women’s writing and knowledge and life experiences are lifted up, to be shared with all
readers who value the power of a story to help us understand the world and ourselves. Praise for Well-Read Black Girl “Each essay
can be read as a dispatch from the vast and wonderfully complex location that is black girlhood and womanhood. . . . They present
literary encounters that may at times seem private and ordinary—hours spent in the children’s section of a public library or in a
college classroom—but are no less monumental in their impact.”—The Washington Post “A wonderful collection of essays.”—Essence
Black Cool
Potent Truths for Everyday Use
How God Tricked Me into the Life of My Dreams
Broken People
Lonesome Dove
So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y'all Don't Even Know
Girl Gurl Grrrl
It is a truth universally acknowledged that a good white person of liberal leanings must be in want of a Black friend. In the biting, hilarious vein of
What Doesn’t Kill You Makes You Blacker and We Are Never Meeting in Real Life comes Ben Philippe’s candid memoir-in-essays, chronicling a
lifetime of being the Black friend (see also: foreign kid, boyfriend, coworker, student, teacher, roommate, enemy) in predominantly white spaces. In
an era in which “I have many black friends” is often a medal of Wokeness, Ben hilariously chronicles the experience of being on the receiving end of
those fist bumps. He takes us through his immigrant childhood, from wanting nothing more than friends to sit with at lunch, to his awkward teenage
years, to college in the age of Obama, and adulthood in the Trump administration—two sides of the same American coin. Ben takes his role as your
new black friend seriously, providing original and borrowed wisdom on stereotypes, slurs, the whole “swimming thing,” how much Beyoncé is too
much Beyoncé, Black Girl Magic, the rise of the Karens, affirmative action, the Black Lives Matter movement, and other conversations you might
want to have with your new BBFF. Oscillating between the impulse to be "one of the good ones" and the occasional need to excuse himself to the
restrooms, stuff his mouth with toilet paper, and scream, Ben navigates his own Blackness as an "Oreo" with too many opinions for his father’s
liking, an encyclopedic knowledge of CW teen dramas, and a mouth he can't always control. From cheating his way out of swim tests to discovering
stray family members in unlikely places, he finds the punchline in the serious while acknowledging the blunt truths of existing as a Black man in
today’s world. Extremely timely, Sure, I’ll Be Your Black Friend is a conversational take on topics both light and heavy, universal and deeply
personal, which reveals incisive truths about the need for connection in all of us.
By subverting comedy's rules and expectations, African American satire promotes social justice by connecting laughter with ethical beliefs in a
revolutionary way. Danielle Fuentes Morgan ventures from Suzan-Lori Parks to Leslie Jones and Dave Chappelle to Get Out and Atlanta to examine
the satirical treatment of race and racialization across today's African American culture. Morgan analyzes how African American artists highlight the
ways that society racializes people and bolsters the powerful myth that we live in a "post-racial" nation. The latter in particular inspires artists to
take aim at the idea racism no longer exists or the laughable notion of Americans "not seeing" racism or race. Their critique changes our
understanding of the boundaries between staged performance and lived experience and create ways to better articulate Black selfhood.
Adventurous and perceptive, Laughing to Keep from Dying reveals how African American satirists unmask the illusions and anxieties surrounding
race in the twenty-first century.
A new edition that brings the ways we watch and think about television up to the present We all have opinions about the television shows we watch,
but television criticism is about much more than simply evaluating the merits of a particular show and deeming it “good” or “bad.” Rather, criticism
uses the close examination of a television program to explore that program’s cultural significance, creative strategies, and its place in a broader
social context. How to Watch Television, Second Edition brings together forty original essays—more than half of which are new to this edition—from
today’s leading scholars on television culture, who write about the programs they care (and think) the most about. Each essay focuses on a single
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television show, demonstrating one way to read the program and, through it, our media culture. From fashioning blackness in Empire to
representation in Orange is the New Black and from the role of the reboot in Gilmore Girls to the function of changing political atmospheres in
Roseanne, these essays model how to practice media criticism in accessible language, providing critical insights through analysis—suggesting a way
of looking at TV that students and interested viewers might emulate. The contributors discuss a wide range of television programs past and present,
covering many formats and genres, spanning fiction and non-fiction, broadcast, streaming, and cable. Addressing shows from TV’s earliest days to
contemporary online transformations of the medium, How to Watch Television, Second Edition is designed to engender classroom discussion among
television critics of all backgrounds.
The “brilliantly wry” (Lena Dunham) and “lovably awkward” (Mindy Kaling) New York Times bestseller from the creator of HBO’s Insecure. In this
universally accessible New York Times bestseller named for her wildly popular web series, Issa Rae—“a singular voice with the verve and vivacity of
uncorked champagne” (Kirkus Reviews)—waxes humorously on what it’s like to be unabashedly awkward in a world that regards introverts as
hapless misfits and black as cool. I’m awkward—and black. Someone once told me those were the two worst things anyone could be. That someone
was right. Where do I start? Being an introvert (as well as “funny,” according to the Los Angeles Times) in a world that glorifies cool isn’t easy. But
when Issa Rae, the creator of the Shorty Award-winning hit series The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl, is that introvert—whether she’s
navigating love, the workplace, friendships, or “rapping”—it sure is entertaining. Now, in this New York Times bestselling debut collection written in
her witty and self-deprecating voice, Rae covers everything from cybersexing in the early days of the Internet to deflecting unsolicited comments on
weight gain, from navigating the perils of eating out alone and public displays of affection to learning to accept yourself—natural hair and all. The
Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl is a book no one—awkward or cool, black, white, or other—will want to miss.
On Womanhood and Belonging in the Age of Black Girl Magic
True Heart Intuitive Tarot, Guidebook and Deck
Memoirs and Mistakes of an Accidental Activist
Notes from the Other Side of the Fist Bump
The Awkward Thoughts of W. Kamau Bell
Swirling
Small Doses
Well, when the four old times friends Ayush, Amit, Vivek and Rahul take up decision to write a diary about the things happening in their life but, with a condition that the diary would rotate among them every
month, their lives gives them ridiculous experiences to write. In the process they reveal their personal struggles, misadventures and their inability to accept things as they are. Ayush, a good homely
neighborhood boy never thought that he would take smoking lessons from the girl whom he loved. Amit not in this world imagined that his foolhardy act at the auditions of a famous singing reality show would
land him as a laughing stock on TV. Rahul after having a handful of sleeping pills and after being convinced that he was dead, to his dismay wakes up to find out that he was not! Vivek simply has to live with
the fact that the girl he had his crush on got pregnant in a casual affair with some guy of her colony.
Humorous essays that dissects our cultural obsessions and calls out bad behavior in our increasingly digital, connected lives
New York Times bestselling author Mary Monroe sweeps readers back to the streets, porches, and parlors of civil rights-era Ohio to bring to life the first steps of an enduring friendship between two girls from
opposite sides of the track. . . Annette Goode is a shy, awkward, overweight child with a terrible secret. Frightened and ashamed, Annette withdraws into a world of books and food. But the summer Annette
turns thirteen, something incredible happens: Rhoda Nelson chooses her as a friend. Dazzling, generous Rhoda, who is everything Annette is not--gorgeous, slim, and worldly--welcomes Annette into the
heart of her eccentric family, which includes her handsome and dignified father;her lovely, fragile "Muh'Dear;" her brooding, dangerous brother Jock;and her colorful white relatives--half-crazy Uncle Johnny,
sultry Aunt Lola, and scary, surly Granny Goose. With Rhoda's help, Annette survives adolescence and blossoms as a woman. But when her beautiful best friend makes a stunning confession about a horrific
childhood crime, Annette's world will never be the same. "A coming-of-age journey depicted with wit, poignancy and bite." --Publishers Weekly
From comedian Quinta Brunson comes a deeply personal and funny collection of essays featuring anecdotes about trying to make it when you're broke, overcoming self-doubt and depression, and how she's
used humor to navigate her career in unusual directions. Quinta Brunson is a master of viral Internet content: without any traditional background in media, her humorous videos were the first to break through
on Instagram's platform, receiving millions of views. From there, Brunson's wryly observant POV attracted the attention of BuzzFeed's motion picture development department, leading her to produce viral
videos there about topics like interracial dating, millennial malaise, and seeing your ex in public. Now, Brunson is bringing her comedic chops to the page in She Memes Well, an earnest, laugh-out-loud
collection about her weird road to Internet notoriety. In her debut essay collection, Quinta applies her trademark humor and heart to discuss what it was like to go from student loan debt-broke to "halfway
recognizable--'don't I know you somewhere?'" level-of-fame. With anecdotes that range from the funny and zany--like her experience trying to find her signature hairstyle--to more grounded material about
living with depression, Brunson's voice is entirely authentic and eminently readable. Perfect for fans of Phoebe Robinson's You Can't Touch My Hair, Samantha Irby's We Are Never Meeting in Real Life, and
Issa Rae's The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl, She Memes Well will charm and entertain a growing, engaged audience.
Finding Our Stories, Discovering Ourselves
Laughing to Keep from Dying
Afrekete
Embrace the Mess, Work Your Side Hustle, Find a Monumental Relationship, and Become the Badass Babe You Were Meant to Be
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How to Watch Television, Second Edition
She Memes Well
Black Girl, Call Home

In 10 Bad Choices That Ruin Black Women's Lives, relationship expert Dr. Grace Cornish writes a lively, practical, provocative guide for black women everywhere who
want to shed the duds and find the studs who will treat them with respect. According to Dr. Cornish, six out of every ten black women are either in bad relationships,
share a man, or are celibate. The problem is not the women themselves but the bad choices they keep making. In her frank and refreshing new book, Dr. Cornish
speaks to unique aspects of the African American female psyche by targeting ten of the most common and foolish choices black women make in their lives regarding
men, and how they can correct these problems, including: Sisters Dissin' Sisters No Money, No Honey Exchanging "Sexual Dealings" for Loving Feelings Loving the
"Married Bachelor" Emotional Dependency Plus Unplanned Pregnancy . . . and much more. Relying on case studies, interviews, and letters she has received, Dr.
Cornish gets to the heart of the matter by illuminating why black women, no matter how smart, savvy, and successful, continue to lose at the dating game, and how
they can face, erase, and replace the problems that have kept them from finding true love. Why are so many black women alone or in bad relationships? Why do
sisters unconsciously use weight, fear, finance, status, skin color, and other barriers to keep themselves from getting the love they want? Why do black women think
that there are no eligible black men left--that the good ones are married, dead, or not yet born, and the rest are gay, bisexual, or interested only in white women?
Western culture has long regarded black female sexuality with a strange mix of fascination and condemnation, associating it with everything from desirability,
hypersexuality, and liberation to vulgarity, recklessness, and disease. Yet even as their bodies and sexualities have been the subject of countless public discourses,
black women’s voices have been largely marginalized in these discussions. In this groundbreaking collection, feminist scholars from across the academy come
together to correct this omission—illuminating black female sexual desires marked by agency and empowerment, as well as pleasure and pain, to reveal the ways
black women regulate their sexual lives. The twelve original essays in Black Female Sexualities reveal the diverse ways black women perceive, experience, and
represent sexuality. The contributors highlight the range of tactics that black women use to express their sexual desires and identities. Yet they do not shy away
from exploring the complex ways in which black women negotiate the more traumatic aspects of sexuality and grapple with the legacy of negative stereotypes. Black
Female Sexualities takes not only an interdisciplinary approach—drawing from critical race theory, sociology, and performance studies—but also an intergenerational
one, in conversation with the foremothers of black feminist studies. In addition, it explores a diverse archive of representations, covering everything from blues to
hip-hop, from Crash to Precious, from Sister Souljah to Edwidge Danticat. Revealing that black female sexuality is anything but a black-and-white issue, this
collection demonstrates how to appreciate a whole spectrum of subjectivities, experiences, and desires.
"Ann has always seen the power and potential in young women. The Big Life helps make all our dreams closer than ever." —Lauren Conrad, designer and New York
Times bestselling author of Lauren Conrad Celebrate "The Big Life is a guide for women in their 20s and 30s who are hungry for a job they love, a supportive network
of friends, respect from their bosses, and partners who want all those things for them as badly as they do." —The New York Times Millennial women are changing
what it means to be powerful and successful in the world—for everyone. Forever. You want The Big Life—that delicious cocktail of passion, career, work, ambition,
respect, money, and a monumental relationship. And you want it on your own terms. Forget climbing some corporate ladder, you want a career with twists and turns
and adventure. For you, success only matters if it’s meaningful. Ann Shoket knows the evolving values of young women more than anyone. She’s the voice behind
the popular Badass Babes community, a sisterhood of young, hungry, ambitious women who are helping each other through the most complex issues around
becoming who you’re meant to be. As the trailblazing editor-in-chief of Seventeen for the better part of a decade, Shoket led provocative conversations that helped
young women navigate the tricky terrain of adolescence and become smart, confident, self-assured young women. Now that they are adding muscle to the
framework of their lives, she’s continuing the conversation with The Big Life. The Big Life is packed with actionable guidance combined with personal advice from
high-profile millennial women who have already achieved tremendous success, plus intimate conversations with a cast of compelling characters and Shoket’s own
stories on her quest for The Big Life. You’ll learn to tackle all of the issues on heavy rotation in your mind such as: • How to craft a career that’s also a passion. •
How to get respect from a boss who thinks you’re a lazy, entitled, and self-obsessed millennial • Why you need a “squad” of people who support you as you build
your Big Life • How a side hustle will make you smarter, hotter, and more in control of your destiny. • Why work/life balance is a sham and your need to embrace the
mess. • How to find a partner whose eyes light up when you talk about your ambition. Written in Shoket’s friendly and authoritative style, The Big Life will help you
recognize your power, tap into your ambition, and create your own version of The Big Life.
Henson writes of her family, the one she was born into and the one she created. She shares stories of family, friends, the hustle required to make it from DC to
Hollywood, and the joy of living in your own truth. Here she also opens up about her experiences as a single mother, a journey some saw as a burden but which she
saw as a gift. With humor and candor, Henson shows us that behind the red carpet moments, she is just a girl in pursuit of her dreams.
Before We Were Wicked
Claiming Space for Who You Are (No Matter What They Say)
The Do-Better Manual
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The Making of an Illusion
More Than Enough
Well, That Escalated Quickly
Wallflower at the Orgy
From the master of Freud debunkers, the book that definitively puts an end to the myth of psychoanalysis and its creator Since the 1970s, Sigmund Freud’s scientific reputation has been in an accelerating
tailspin—but nonetheless the idea persists that some of his contributions were visionary discoveries of lasting value. Now, drawing on rarely consulted archives, Frederick Crews has assembled a great volume of
evidence that reveals a surprising new Freud: a man who blundered tragicomically in his dealings with patients, who in fact never cured anyone, who promoted cocaine as a miracle drug capable of curing a wide
range of diseases, and who advanced his career through falsifying case histories and betraying the mentors who had helped him to rise. The legend has persisted, Crews shows, thanks to Freud’s fictive selfinvention as a master detective of the psyche, and later through a campaign of censorship and falsification conducted by his followers. A monumental biographical study and a slashing critique, Freud: The Making
of an Illusion will stand as the last word on one of the most significant and contested figures of the twentieth century.
"A collection of humorous essays on what it's like to be unabashedly awkward in a world that regards introverts as hapless misfits, and Black as cool ... [from] Issa Rae, the creator of the Shorty Award-winning ...
series The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl"-The first handbook on navigating the exciting, tricky, and potentially disastrous terrain of interracial relationships, with testimony and expert tips on how to make the bumpy ride a bit smoother. The first handbook on
navigating the exciting, tricky, and potentially disastrous terrain of interracial relationships, with testimony and expert tips on how to make the bumpy ride a bit smoother.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An inspiring story that manages to be painful, honest, shocking, bawdy and hilarious.” —The New York Times Book Review From stand-up comedian, actress, and breakout
star of Girls Trip, Tiffany Haddish, comes The Last Black Unicorn, a sidesplitting, hysterical, edgy, and unflinching collection of (extremely) personal essays, as fearless as the author herself. Growing up in one of
the poorest neighborhoods of South Central Los Angeles, Tiffany learned to survive by making people laugh. If she could do that, then her classmates would let her copy their homework, the other foster kids she
lived with wouldn’t beat her up, and she might even get a boyfriend. Or at least she could make enough money—as the paid school mascot and in-demand Bar Mitzvah hype woman—to get her hair and nails done,
so then she might get a boyfriend. None of that worked (and she’s still single), but it allowed Tiffany to imagine a place for herself where she could do something she loved for a living: comedy. Tiffany can’t avoid
being funny—it’s just who she is, whether she’s plotting shocking, jaw-dropping revenge on an ex-boyfriend or learning how to handle her newfound fame despite still having a broke person’s mind-set. Finally
poised to become a household name, she recounts with heart and humor how she came from nothing and nowhere to achieve her dreams by owning, sharing, and using her pain to heal others. By turns hilarious,
filthy, and brutally honest, The Last Black Unicorn shows the world who Tiffany Haddish really is—humble, grateful, down-to-earth, and funny as hell. And now, she’s ready to inspire others through the power of
laughter.
The Big Life
Reflections on Life Between Cultures
Tales of a 6' 4", African American, Heterosexual, Cisgender, Left-leaning, Asthmatic, Black and Proud Blerd, Mama's Boy, Dad, and Stand-up Comedian
An Anthology of Black Lesbian Writing
Black Female Sexualities
A Novel
American Like Me

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From award-winning actress and political activist America Ferrera comes a vibrant and varied collection of first-person accounts from prominent figures about the
experience of growing up between cultures. America Ferrera has always felt wholly American, and yet, her identity is inextricably linked to her parents’ homeland and Honduran culture. Speaking Spanish at home,
having Saturday-morning-salsa-dance-parties in the kitchen, and eating tamales alongside apple pie at Christmas never seemed at odds with her American identity. Still, she yearned to see that identity reflected in the
larger American narrative. Now, in American Like Me, America invites thirty-one of her friends, peers, and heroes to share their stories about life between cultures. We know them as actors, comedians, athletes,
politicians, artists, and writers. However, they are also immigrants, children or grandchildren of immigrants, indigenous people, or people who otherwise grew up with deep and personal connections to more than one
culture. Each of them struggled to establish a sense of self, find belonging, and feel seen. And they call themselves American enthusiastically, reluctantly, or not at all. Ranging from the heartfelt to the hilarious, their
stories shine a light on a quintessentially American experience and will appeal to anyone with a complicated relationship to family, culture, and growing up.
A bitingly funny, provocative, and revealing look at our foibles, passions, and pasttimes—from one of the most creative minds of our time. “Nora Ephron can write about anything better than anybody else can write
about anything.”—The New York Times From her Academy Award–nominated screenplays to her bestselling fiction and essays, Nora Ephron is one of America’s most gifted, prolific, and versatile writers. In this
classic collection of magazine articles, Ephron does what she does best: embrace American culture with love, cynicism, and unmatched wit. From tracking down the beginnings of the self-help movement to dressing down
the fashion world’s most powerful publication to capturing a glimpse of a legendary movie in the making, these timeless pieces tap into our enduring obsessions with celebrity, food, romance, clothes, entertainment, and
sex. Whether casting her ingenious eye on renowned director Mike Nichols, Cosmopolitan magazine founder Helen Gurley Brown—or herself, as she chronicles her own beauty makeover—Ephron deftly weaves her
journalistic skill with the intimate style of an essayist and the incomparable talent of a great storyteller.
W. Kamau Bell delivers a humorous, well-informed take on the world today, tackling a wide range of evergreen issues, such as race relations, fatherhood, the state of law enforcement today, comedians and
superheroes, right-wing politics, and so much more.
An Anthology of Black Lesbian Writing.
How to Date, Mate, and Relate Mixing Race, Culture, and Creed
African American Satire in the Twenty-First Century
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The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl
The Last Black Unicorn
A Memoir
One Thousand Streams of Blackness
Freud
In her hilarious book of essays, Parks and Recreation star Retta shares the stories that led to her success in Hollywood. In So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y’all Don’t Even Know,
Parks and Recreation star Retta takes us on her not-so-meteoric rise from roaches to riches (well, rich enough that she can buy $15,000 designer handbags yet scared enough to
know she’s always a heartbeat away from ramen with American cheese). Throwing her hard-working Liberian parents for a loop, Retta abandons her plan to attend med school
after graduating Duke University to move to Hollywood to star in her own sitcom—like her comedy heroes Lucille Ball and Roseanne. Say what? Word. Turns out Retta might
actually be on to something. After winning Comedy Central’s stand-up competition, she should be ready for prime time—but a fear of success derails her biggest dream. Whether
reminiscing about her days as a contract chemist at GlaxoSmithKline, telling “dirty” jokes to Mormons, feeling like the odd man out on Parks, fending off racist trolls on Twitter,
flirting with Michael Fassbender, or expertly stalking the cast of "Hamilton," Retta’s unique voice and refreshing honesty will make you laugh, cry, and laugh so hard you’ll cry.
Her eponymous sitcom might not have happened yet, but by the end of So Close to Being the Sh*t, you’ll be rooting for Retta to be the next one-named wonder to take over your
television. And she just might inspire you to reach for the stars, too.
From New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey, “one of the most successful Black authors of the last quarter-century”* comes a novel about the how one chance
meeting can change everything in this thrilling, sexy tale of star-crossed lust. They say the love of money is the root of all evil, but for Ken Swift, it's the love of a woman. Ken is
twenty-one, hurting people for cash to try to pay his way through college, when he lays eyes on Jimi Lee, the woman who will change the course of his entire life. What's meant
to be a one-night stand with the Harvard-bound beauty turns into an explosion of sexual chemistry that neither can quit. And when Jimi Lee becomes pregnant, their two very
different worlds collide in ways they never could have anticipated. Passion, infidelity, and raw emotion combine in Eric Jerome Dickey's poignant, erotic portrait of a relationship:
the rise, the fall, and the scars?—and desire?—that never fade. *The New York Times
This “one-of-a-kind read” offers insightful essays, poignant life advice, and pithy pearls of wisdom from the comedian and star of HBO’s Insecure (Entertainment Weekly).
Anyone who has seen Amanda Seales’s acclaimed stand-up special I Be Knowin, her long-running TV series Insecure, or her groundbreaking gameshow Smart Funny & Black,
knows that this woman is a force of nature. In both life and career, she has fearlessly and passionately charted her own course. Now she’s bringing her life’s lessons and laughs
to the page with her signature blend of academic intellectualism, Black American colloquialisms, and pop culture fanaticism. This volume of essays, axioms, original
illustrations, and photos provides Seales’s trademark “self-help from the hip” style of commentary, fueled by ideology formed from her own victories, struggles, research,
mistakes, risks, and pay-offs. Unapologetic, fiercely funny, and searingly honest, Small Doses engages, empowers, and enlightens readers on how to find their truths while still
finding the funny!
The fascinating, “upfront and unapologetic” (Kirkus Reviews) memoir of Richard Williams, a businessman, tennis coach, and father to two of the greatest athletes and
professional tennis champions of all time—Venus and Serena Williams. Born into poverty in Shreveport, Louisiana in the 1940s, Richard Williams was blessed by a strong, caring
mother who remained his lifelong hero, just as he became a hero to Venus and Serena. From the beginning of his life, Richard’s mother taught him to live by the principles of
courage, confidence, commitment, faith, and love. He passed the same qualities on to his daughters, who grew up loving their father and valuing the lessons he taught them. “I
still feel really close to my father,” says Serena. “We have a great relationship. There is an appreciation. There is a closeness because of what we’ve been through together, and
a respect.” A self-made man, Williams has walked a long, hard, exciting, and ultimately rewarding road during his life, surmounting many challenges to raise a loving family and
two of the greatest tennis players who ever lived. Black and White is the extraordinary story of that journey and the indomitable spirit that made it all possible.
Essays
Black and White
Bamboozled By Jesus
Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book
Maricela de la Luz Lights the World
A Play in Two Acts

Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. A love story, an adventure, and an epic of the
frontier, Larry McMurtry’s Pulitzer Prize–winning classic, Lonesome Dove, the third book in the Lonesome Dove tetralogy, is the grandest
novel ever written about the last defiant wilderness of America. Journey to the dusty little Texas town of Lonesome Dove and meet an
unforgettable assortment of heroes and outlaws, whores and ladies, Indians and settlers. Richly authentic, beautifully written, always
dramatic, Lonesome Dove is a book to make us laugh, weep, dream, and remember.
Soft Skull Press proudly offers this tenth-anniversary edition of visionary essays exploring the glory and power of Black Cool, curated by
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thought leader and bestselling author Rebecca Walker, with a foreword by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Originally published in 2012, this
collection of illuminating essays exploring the ineffable and protean aesthetics of Black Cool has been widely cited for its contribution to
much of the contemporary discussion of the influence of Black Cool on culture, politics, and power around the world. Curated by Rebecca
Walker, and drawing on her lifelong study of the African roots of Black Cool and its expression within the African diaspora, this collection
identifies ancestral elements often excluded from colloquial understandings of Black Cool: cultivated reserve, coded resistance, intentional
audacity, transcendent intellectual and spiritual rigor, intentionally disruptive eccentricity, and more. With essays by some of America’s
most innovative Black thinkers, including visual artist Hank Willis Thomas, writer and filmmaker dream hampton, MacArthur-winning
photographer Dawoud Bey, fashion legend Michaela angela Davis, and critical theorist and cultural icon bell hooks, Black Cool offers an
excavation of the African roots of Cool and its hitherto undefined legacy in American culture and beyond. This edition includes a new
introduction from Rebecca Walker, a powerful meditation on the genesis, creation, completion, and subsequent impact of this landmark
volume over the last decade.
Introduction: independents change the channel -- Developing open tv: innovation for the open network, 1995-2005 -- Open tv production:
revaluing creative labor -- Open tv representation: reforming cultural politics -- Open tv distribution: struggling for an independent market
-- Scaling open tv: the challenges of big data television -- Epilogue: open tv and the future of the networked era
An autoboiography from the Internet video star covers such topics as cybersex in the early days of the Internet, the perils of eating out
alone, dealing with unsolicited comments on one's weight, and learning to accept oneself--natural hair and all.
God Don't Like Ugly
I Was Told There'd Be Cake
Open TV
Well-Read Black Girl
10 Bad Choices That Ruin Black Women's Lives
Around the Way Girl
Unwifeable
The Misadventures of Awkward Black GirlSimon and Schuster
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE 2020 NAACP IMAGE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING LITERARY WORK — BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY NOW
OPTIONED FOR DEVELOPMENT AS A TV SERIES BY PARAMOUNT TELEVISION STUDIOS AND ANONYMOUS CONTENT “The millennial Becoming . . .
Inspiring and empowering.” —Entertainment Weekly “An essential read for women in the workplace today.” —Refinery29 Part-manifesto,
part-memoir, from the revolutionary editor who infused social consciousness into the pages of Teen Vogue, an exploration of what
it means to come into your own—on your own terms Throughout her life, Elaine Welteroth has climbed the ranks of media and fashion,
shattering ceilings along the way. In this riveting and timely memoir, the groundbreaking journalist unpacks lessons on race,
identity, and success through her own journey, from navigating her way as the unstoppable child of an unlikely interracial
marriage in small-town California to finding herself on the frontlines of a modern movement for the next generation of change
makers. Welteroth moves beyond the headlines and highlight reels to share the profound lessons and struggles of being a barrierbreaker across so many intersections. As a young boss and often the only Black woman in the room, she’s had enough of the world
telling her—and all women—they’re not enough. As she learns to rely on herself by looking both inward and upward, we’re ultimately
reminded that we’re more than enough.
Hailed by David Sedaris as "perfectly, relentlessly funny" and by Colson Whitehead as "sardonic without being cruel, tender
without being sentimental," from the author of the new collection Look Alive Out There. Wry, hilarious, and profoundly genuine,
this debut collection of literary essays is a celebration of fallibility and haplessness in all their glory. From despoiling an
exhibit at the Natural History Museum to provoking the ire of her first boss to siccing the cops on her mysterious neighbor,
Crosley can do no right despite the best of intentions -- or perhaps because of them. Together, these essays create a startlingly
funny and revealing portrait of a complex and utterly recognizable character who aims for the stars but hits the ceiling, and the
inimitable city that has helped shape who she is. I Was Told There'd Be Cake introduces a strikingly original voice, chronicling
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the struggles and unexpected beauty of modern urban life.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK POST * MARIE CLAIRE * ELITE DAILY * REFINERY29 * ROMPER * PRIDE * PUREWOW
“A gutsy book you need to read right now. Filled with heart and humor, it’s scary good.” —Courtney Love Unwifeable is the
“riveting” (Cheryl Strayed), “inspirational” (Issa Rae), “hilarious” (Candace Bushnell) debut memoir from notorious dating
columnist Mandy Stadtmiller that is destined to “blow you away” (Colin Quinn). Critics call it “phenomenal” (Cat Marnell),
“unflinching” (Elle), “brilliant” (BBC), “outrageously entertaining” (Booklist) and “a must-read” (BuzzFeed). Provocative,
fearless, and dizzyingly uncensored, Mandy spills every secret she knows about dating, networking, comedy, celebrity, media,
psychology, relationships, addiction, and the quest to find one’s true nature. She takes readers behind the scenes (and name
names) as she relays her utterly addictive journey. Starting in 2005, Mandy picks up everything to move across the country to
Manhattan, looking for a fresh start. She is newly divorced, thirty-years-old, with a dream job at the New York Post. She is ready
to conquer the city, the industry, the world. But underneath the glitz and glamour, there is a darker side threatening to surface.
The drug-fueled, never-ending party starts off as thrilling…but grows ever-terrifying. Too many blackout nights and scary
decisions begin to add up. As she searches for the truth behind the façade, Mandy realizes that falling in love won’t fix
her—until she learns to accept herself first. This is a true New York fairy tale brought to life—Sex and the City on acid. Perfect
for when “you feel stuck in some way and wish to become unstuck” (Caroline Kepnes), you’all soon see why Unwifeable is one of the
best reviewed, most beloved memoirs of the year.
Sure, I'll Be Your Black Friend
Innovation Beyond Hollywood and the Rise of Web Television
The Diary Boys
The Way I See It
I'm Judging You
Thriving stand-up comic and actress Yvonne Orji—best known as Issa Rae's BFF on the HBO series, Insecure—shares the secrets to living the life of your dreams. Yvonne Orji has never shied away from
being unapologetically herself, and that includes being outspoken about her faith. Known for interpreting Biblical stories and metaphors to fit current times, her humorous and accessible approach to faith
leaves even non-believers inspired and wanting more. The way Yvonne sees it, God is a Sovereign Prankster, punking folks long before Ashton Kutcher made it cool. When she meditates on her own
life—complete with unforeseen blessings and unanticipated roadblocks—she realizes it’s one big testimony to how God tricked her into living out her wildest dreams. And she wants us to join in on getting
bamboozled. This is not a Self-Help book—it’s a Get Yours book! In Bamboozled by Jesus, a frank and fresh advice book, Orji takes readers on a journey through twenty-five life lessons, gleaned from her
own experiences and her favorite source of inspiration: the Bible. But this ain’t your mama’s Bible study. Yvonne infuses wit and heart in sharing pointers like why the way up is sometimes down, and how
fear is synonymous to food poisoning. Her joyful, confident approach to God will inspire everyone to catapult themselves out of the mundane and into the magnificent. With bold authenticity and practical
relatability, Orji is exactly the kind of cultural leader we need in these chaotic times. And her journey through being Bamboozled by Jesus paints a powerful picture of what it means to say “yes” to a life
you never could’ve imagined—if it wasn’t your own.
ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF THE YEAR Vogue, O, The Oprah Magazine, Parade, Library Journal, Harper’s Bazaar and more “Profound and affecting.”—Chloe Benjamin “Broken
People leads us through the winds of time and memory to offer a riveting portrait of transformation. I am better for having read it.”—Jamie Lee Curtis A groundbreaking, incandescent debut novel about
coming to grips with the past and ourselves, for fans of Sally Rooney, Hanya Yanagihara and Garth Greenwell “He fixes everything that’s wrong with you in three days.” This is what hooks Sam when he
first overhears it at a fancy dinner party in the Hollywood hills: the story of a globe-trotting shaman who claims to perform “open-soul surgery” on emotionally damaged people. For neurotic, depressed
Sam, new to Los Angeles after his life in New York imploded, the possibility of total transformation is utterly tantalizing. He’s desperate for something to believe in, and the shaman—who promises ancient
rituals, plant medicine and encounters with the divine—seems convincing, enough for Sam to sign up for a weekend under his care. But are the great spirits the shaman says he’s summoning real at all? Or
are the ghosts in Sam’s memory more powerful than any magic? At turns tender and acid, funny and wise, Broken People is a journey into the nature of truth and fiction—a story of discovering hope amid
cynicism, intimacy within chaos and peace in our own skin.
Life will not be contained in this exciting and interactive pop-up journey through the entire Jurassic saga—from pop-up legend Matthew Reinhart. The hit Jurassic World series recaptivated audiences
globally when it unleashed an island of new and terrifyingly realistic dinosaurs on the world. Inspired by director Steven Spielberg’s 1993 classic Jurassic Park, the iconic saga has ushered in a whole new
generation of film fans. Featuring explosive, pop-off-the-page depictions of the Tyrannosaurus rex, Velociraptor, and other prehistoric favorites, this deluxe pop-up book traces the evolution of the Jurassic
Park and Jurassic World sagas across three decades of major motion pictures. Presented in a dynamic 360-degree format that allows fans to view and participate in the action from all sides, Jurassic World:
The Ultimate Pop-Up Book also includes interactive pull-tabs and hidden surprises. Bigger than a T. rex and smarter than a Raptor, Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book is the definitive interactive
exploration of the most gargantuan saga in movie history.
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